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Ecological monitoring programs depend on the robust estimation of descriptive parameters. Percent cover, gleaned from transects
sampled with video imagery, is a popular benthic ecology descriptor often estimated using point counting, an image-based meth-
od for identifying substrate types beneath random points. We tested the hypothesis that the number of points needed to
robustly estimate benthic cover in video imagery transects depends on cover itself, predicting that lower cover will require more
points/frame to be accurately estimated. While this point may seem obvious to the statistically inclined, the justification of point
density has been largely ignored in the literature. We examined the statistical behavior of point count estimates using computer-
simulated 20 m-long transects patterned after data from a Bahamian reef. The minimum number of points necessary to insure
accurate percent cover estimation, the Optimal Point Count (OPC), is a function of mean percent cover and spatial heterogeneity of
the benthic community. More points are required to characterize reefs with lower cover and more homogeneously distributed cor-
al colonies. These results show that careful consideration must be given to sampling design and data analysis prior to attempting
to estimate benthic cover, especially in the context of long-term monitoring of degrading coral reef ecosystems.

1. Introduction

A common problem while working in ecological characteri-
zation and monitoring programs is how to effectively test and
optimize methods and experimental designs. Live percent
cover is a widely used ecological descriptor in marine con-
servation biology and large-scale monitoring projects (e.g.,
[1–4]) and has been a key parameter in the quantification
of coral reef degradation over large spatial scales (e.g., [5–
7]). Using point count to analyze video transects and photo-
quadrats is an efficient way to estimate percent cover and
monitor large areas, because it allows copious amounts of
data to be collected while minimizing underwater time, and
provides a permanent record of the benthic community
[8, 9]. Substrate types underlying randomly assigned points
are identified. Percent cover is then estimated as a ratio of
the number of points overlaying a substrate type to the total
number of points.

The number of points to be used per unit area (point
density and the unit area being an image frame from a video
transect) is crucial to obtaining a robust estimate of per-
cent cover, and initial statistical tests should be performed to
establish the point density that will provide adequate preci-
sion and accuracy while maximizing efficiency (the time
spent identifying substrate types underlying points). Such
tests include power analysis [1, 4, 10], performance curves
(graphical examination of standard deviation inflation rela-
tive to point density [4, 11–13]), bootstrap estimate of bias
[13], Pearson’s product moment correlations [14], and ex-
amination of the interaction term in a two-way ANOVA for
transects sampled twice using different point densities [4].

While the need for determining adequate point density
is mentioned in coral reef monitoring manuals (e.g., [15])
and peer-reviewed publications (e.g., [9]), this essential para-
meter is rarely appropriately reported in the literature. “Coral
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Point Count with Excel extensions” (CPCe) was released
in 2006 [16], and between 2006 and October 2009, its use
for percent cover estimation was reported 32 times in the
peer-reviewed literature. We were able to examine 30 of
these papers, 23 of which used CPCe to estimate percent
cover. Sixteen out of 23 studies reported point density/frame
without any form of justification. Four studies did not even
report the number of points that was used, and only 3 studies
assessed the statistical robustness of the number of points per
unit area to be used.

In addition to bias introduced by poorly calibrated
sampling efforts, the accuracy of cover estimates could signif-
icantly decrease as reef structure and cover levels change over
time. In this case, even if resource managers assess the stati-
stical rigor at the beginning of a long-term monitoring pro-
gram, nothing guaranties that cover estimates will be bias-
free over multiyear surveys. To our knowledge, the behavior
of point count estimates relative to varying percent cover
has not been addressed, although it is a central question
given the ongoing global decline of coral reefs. If the num-
ber of random points used for accurately estimating cover is
a function of cover itself, the optimal number of points (Op-
timal Point Count, OPC) sufficient for robust cover estimates
for high-cover reefs is likely to increase as cover decreases.
In this communication, we test this idea using computer-ge-
nerated video transects that allowed us to directly compare
true (simulated) cover and its estimation by point count. We
are not trying to review coral monitoring sampling design;
rather, we recognize a severe problem with one specific aspect
of video transect sampling using point counting and address
it with simulations.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Settings of Computer Simulations. To assess the statistical
robustness of the point count method, we used the R envi-
ronment [17] to simulate the sampling of a benthic com-
munity with video transects [8]. Computer simulations have
the advantage of mimicking given levels of live benthic cover,
which can be directly compared to their estimation using the
point count method. Parameters mimicked field conditions
encountered at Rainbow Gardens Reef, a Bahamian patch
reef near Lee Stocking Island in the Exumas [12, 18, 19],
where different monitoring techniques have been tested
and optimized [18]. Based on these empirical studies,
simulated transects contained 50 nonoverlapping frames of
640 × 480 pixels (approximate area coverage: 0.2 m2/frame;
10 m2/transect).

Our simulation engine was initialized by setting a target
mean percent cover (μ) and its standard deviation (σ); cover
values are therefore controlled at the transect level, using
frames as replicates. Benthic heterogeneity was set by gener-
ating random numbers from a normal distribution to artifi-
cially create internal structure within each transect.

For each simulated transect, cover was estimated using
the point count method, by incrementing a “cover” counter
if a random point coincided with an area of simulated cover.
Random points were generated with the “splancs” package

[20]. For all tests, the statistical significance limit was set at
α = 0.05.

2.2. Realism of the Computer Simulations. Estimations of
computer-simulated cover were qualitatively compared to es-
timations from human generated data (ground-truth data)
to assess realism of the computer model. We judged our sim-
ulation procedure to be realistic, as estimations of ground-
truth cover and simulated cover were similar (Figure 1).
However, variation within field data was higher than within
simulated data. The absence of frame-level spatial hetero-
geneity in the model (only transect-level heterogeneity was
simulated) and absence of skew in the normal distribution
used to generate transect-level heterogeneity might explain
this difference. We chose to ignore these parameters to keep
the simulation engine as simple as possible.

2.3. Using Computer Simulations to Assess the Robustness of the
Point Count Method. μ was set to 30, 20, 10, and 5% to sim-
ulate realistic decline in live coral cover (e.g., [5]), and σ
was set to 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6 times μ. These values of σ al-
lowed for realistic variation along transects (values tailored
using empirical data). For example, when μ = 30% and
σ = 0.2, cover varies between 15% and 40%. Five hundred
simulations were run for each combination of μ and σ values.
For each simulation, percent cover was estimated using
one to 50 points per frame. Distributions of true and esti-
mated percent cover were compared using the Wilcoxon test,
a nonparametric alternative to the t-test [21]; although we
simulated internal transect structure using a normal distri-
bution, cover estimations based on few points per frame
yielded nonnormal distributions. P values for each test were
plotted as box-and-whisker plots to visualize the lower limit
of each set of simulations. The optimal point count per frame
(OPC) was determined as the number of points for which
all nonoutlier P values (outliers defined as values >1.5 times
the interquartile range) are above the statistical significance
limit of 0.05. In other terms, the OPC corresponds to the
minimum number of points required to see a statistical
difference between true and estimated cover in only rare
instances (outlier P values).

The efficacy of the point count method was also tested
by quantifying bias (the absolute difference between a
parameter and its estimate) for the mean and the standard
deviation of percent cover over simulated transects. Bias was
calculated using the values of μ and σ described above, for
10, 50, and 100 points per frame, and 100 replicates were ran
for each parameter combination (reported values are means
for these 100 replicates).

3. Results

Estimated and simulated parameter values converged as the
number of points per frame increased (Figure 2). More
points were required to accurately estimate percent cover
from low-cover transects (Figure 3), and this relationship
was consistent across heterogeneity levels (Table 1). Bias was
systematically higher for lower cover values (Figure 4).
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Figure 1: Comparison between ground-truth (a) and simulated (b) estimates of mean percent cover (±SE) using different numbers of
points per frame. Ground-truth data are sponge cover estimates from a 20-m long transect video recorded at Rainbow Gardens Reef in 2004.
Simulated sponge cover estimates are based on field estimates of μ (3%) and σ (0.8).
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Figure 2: Performance of point count estimation of a transect mean percent cover ((a): μ = 20%) and its standard deviation ((b): σ = 0)
using different numbers of points per frame. The horizontal line represents the value of the simulated parameter.

Increasing the number of points per frame significantly
reduced bias in all cases. While σ has little to no effect on
the bias of the mean, it significantly affected the bias of the
standard deviation; the standard deviation estimated from
homogeneous transects was significantly more biased than
for heterogeneous ones.

4. Discussion

Reef ecologists are faced with the dilemma of having to cap-
ture the realities of complex and dynamic environments with
statistical precision. The design of any ecosystem monitoring
program must be based on an understanding of population
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Figure 3: Box-and-whisker plots of P values resulting from the comparison of true (μ between 5 and 30%; σ = μ) and estimated benthic
cover (1 to 50 points per frame), based on 500 replicate simulations. The P value (y-axis) represents the probability that the distributions
of estimated and true percent cover have the same location (Wilcoxon test). Horizontal line: statistical significance level (α = 0.05). Above
this line are plotted simulations for which there was not a statistically significant difference between true and estimated cover distributions.
Below it, there was a significant difference between true and estimated cover, based on the Wilcoxon test.

Table 1: Optimal point count (OPC, defined in the methods)
for different mean percent cover values (μ) and levels of transect
heterogeneity (μ).

μ σ = 0.2 μ σ = 0.4 μ σ = 0.6 μ

5 >600 260 137

10 382 98 62

20 174 46 26

30 97 22 13

dynamics and obey the statistical premise that the sampling
regime reflects the true abundance of organisms. Coral reef
ecologists adopted some of the general survey techniques
from plant ecology owing to the structural similarities of
forests and reefs (i.e., quadrats, line transects, and nearest
neighbor analysis). Modifications occurred due to the need
to optimize underwater working time and other aspects of
working underwater. Line intercept transects were replaced
by point intercept, still photography, and currently video.

We have chosen to address the issue of percent cover
determination because it lies at the heart of the survey meth-
odology. Obviously, the requirements for a long-term,
health-status monitoring program demand more informa-
tion than simply percent cover and therefore require more
data than offered here for planning complex, community-
oriented ecological surveys. As the number of benthic catego-
ries (e.g., coral species, substrate types, and health status,

etc.) increases, obviously more attention must be applied
to determining the OPC (particularly for detecting rare
species). The project goal, spatiotemporal scope, and ecosys-
temic resolution should dictate the experimental design.
Each project should undertake its own statistical design
based on ecological sampling theory beginning with an over-
all assessment of how many stations, transects, quadrats
(etc.) all the way down to how many categories and
points/frame to be used. While all of these parameters in-
fluence the robustness and reliability of a sampling design,
this communication recognizes a severe problem with one
specific aspect of video transect sampling using point
counting and has addressed it with simulations.

As ecosystems change, the optimal number of points
(OPC) should be adjusted to maintain a consistent degree of
accuracy. For example, when μ = 30% and σ = 0.6μ, true
cover and its estimation were never significantly different
with a sampling effort of 13 points per frame. When μ was
dropped to 5%, and OPC was kept at 13 points per frame,
60% of our replicate simulations detected a statistically
significant difference between the distributions of estimated
and true cover values. In other terms, point count estimation
of cover was satisfactory only 40% of the time. Coral mortal-
ity and loss of live coral cover are widely acknowledged symp-
toms of reef decline, with 5–20% decrease in live cover being
considered biologically meaningful [22–25]. In the example
of simulation in Figure 2, μ was set to 20%, and 6 points per
frame yielded an estimate of 15.2% cover. Comparing this
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Figure 4: Bias of the estimated mean cover (a)–(c) and standard deviation of mean cover (d)–(f), based on 100 replicated simulations.

estimate to the true mean percent cover would lead to a “false
alarm” (cover dropped by 4.8%) or type I error. If, on the
other hand, this estimate was used as a baseline, and the same
transect was to lose 5% cover over the years, a comparison
would lead to a “false negative” or type II error (e.g., [26]).
Investigators must therefore insure that measurement error
remains below levels of biologically meaningful variation.

Transect-level heterogeneity in cover strongly affected
the OPC. At Rainbow Gardens Reef, scleractinian coral cov-
er varied twice as much within transects as octocoral cover.
Benthic types might therefore strongly influence point count

calibration. Also, benthic heterogeneity might depend on
reef geomorphology itself (e.g., [27, 28]). Finally, coral
reef degradation is associated with loss of architectural
complexity or “reef flattening” [29], a phenomenon caused
by a perturbed balance between accretion and erosion. If reef
heterogeneity changes overtime (which was the case at Rain-
bow Gardens Reef; [19]), the OPC should be reevaluated ac-
cordingly.

The results of our study make it clear that OPC must be
determined for a specific set of environmental circumstances.
However, providing a simple rule of thumb to calculate OPC
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is difficult, because OPC depends on more factors than just
reef cover and heterogeneity. OPC determination must be
tailored to a specific nested design, to reach accuracy at the
required spatial scale. In addition to the sampling variables
listed above (e.g., quadrat size, transect length, and number
of transects, etc.), the OPC will depend on the biologically
meaningful difference one wishes to detect between treat-
ment groups (i.e., the “effect size”). Our simulations could
have therefore incorporated a plethora of variables. Instead,
we chose to limit ourselves to a set of parameters that re-
flect a real situation (the study of Rainbow Gardens Reef,
[12, 18, 19]) and demonstrate the ailing effects of poorly
chosen point density. We hope that this communication will
motivate the community to more critically evaluate their
sampling design when using point counting.
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